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BOWLING CLUB
CELEBRATES 100 YEARS

theblane@strathblanefield.org.uk

S

trathblane Bowling Club got its
centenary celebrations off to a
great start in April with a civic
reception in Stirling, given by the Lord
Provost, Colin O’Brien.
That was followed by the opening
of the green in glorious weather on
Sunday 15th April. Jean Keddie got the
ball (sorry, bowl) rolling for the 2007
centenary season, watched by a good
crowd of members and visitors; and
Duncan McKellar turned out in splendid
style, dressed in plus fours.
It is time that some old traditions
from a more leisurely and less stressful
era were restored. We look forward to
seeing Duncan striding through the
village, to and from the bowling green,
similarly attired. Don’t let us down
Duncan!
Above: Jean Keddie opened the green on this
centenary year. She is well practised as the first
time she did it was in 1934. Right: The Lord
Provost with Sadie Barclay and Malcolm
McLean, centenary year Presidents. And who is
that dapper gent in the plus fours?
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CCTV

F

our interesting
looking lamp
standards
have
appeared in the
school grounds,
except that they are
not lights but
cameras, CCTV to
be exact. Now
pupils will be
‘watched’ all day
and at night any
vandals will be
filmed.
There was no
consultation about it
and not even our
councillor, Alistair Berrill, opposition
spokesman for Education at the time,
knew of it. It is hard to understand the
need for CCTV when a recent
government study questioned the value
of CCTV in many situations. In many
cases the surveillance cameras can
actually be counter-productive. We have
heard that, at similar sites, the images
taken at night are poor and have not
given clear enough identification to lead
to arrests of trouble makers. The
installation adds to the industrial feel of
the school and has not endeared it to
those who look on to the area.
Britain has about 20% of the
world’s CCTV installations and is the
most surveilled country in the world.
Can it really be appropriate in a small
rural village with only occasional
vandalism at the school? The £20,000
spent on this would have been better
spent on resurfacing Southview Road as
cars are having to drive down to the
school or shops on the wrong side of
the road to avoid the potholes. This
increases the danger to children who are
not expecting continental driving,
especially as few drivers feel the need
to slow down to the 20mph speed limit
in force. Many actually accelerate in the
hope of flying over the holes.

PAPER MATE

W

e hope you like the new, partly
colour Blane which we have
been able to produce due to the
generosity of one of our readers. Nobody
has ever given me a pallet of paper
before but John Watson of Milngavie,
well-known printer, avid fan of the
Blane, and a former resident of
Blanefield, has done just that. It will save
us quite a bit of money and should last
for three or four issues. We are really
grateful to him for his generous support.
Thank you John.
We are also indebted to all our
advertisers - please take the time to read
their adverts. Get in touch if you would
like to take an advert in the newsletter it will reach over 1000 homes for a very
modest outlay.
We of course are grateful
2 for all of you who faithfully

INACTION
DAY
Douglas Flynn,
Countryside Ranger

A

nother successful turnout for
the Community Action Day
but most unfortunate that the
organiser – yes that’s me - chose
that week to be too ill to work. My
week of trekking in the ‘Picos de
Europa’ of northern Spain had
weakened me and left me
susceptible to any viral opportunist.
Around a dozen strong and willing
volunteers turned up on Sunday, 25
March ready to assist with the
renovation of the dilapidated steps
along the old railway route.
Enthusiasm
turned
to
disappointment and frustration upon
discovering that the event had had to be
postponed and that it would take place
one week later on Sunday, 1 April.
Understandably, those willing volunteers
were not willing to sacrifice another
weekend and additionally the rearranged
date coincided with the start of the school
holidays when children would be
expecting their very own Action Day.
However, all was not lost as the
Day of Action did go ahead and a lot of
good work was done. Thanks go to John
Gray and Roger Simpson, who between
them gave a day’s work. John gave up
his Sunday lie-in to join us for the

morning, whilst Roger (pictured above)
was with us for the afternoon and would
not let us go home until the job was
complete. Two weeks later the ranger
team returned to replace a few more of
the steps, cut back some of the
encroaching vegetation and to spread a
few more metres of gravel onto the path.
I apologise whole-heartedly for the
enforced postponement and hope I can
count on your support for the next Action
Day, planned for Sunday, 16 September,
when path resurfacing, drainage and
vegetation management will probably be
the order of the day.

WHODUNNIT?

B

oulders, placed at the
entrance to the library
path to prevent vehicles
driving down to the park and
damaging the new path and
grass, have been moved. It is
obvious, from the damage to the
grass area and edge of the path,
that a vehicle has driven down
here.
The Streetscape officer,
Jenny Elliot, is trying to discover
if a Council truck was responsible. One
truck was driven down to the play park
to install the new litter bin and hard
standing, but the boulders were not
moved at that time. Jenny has given
assurance that the boulders will be
replaced and the ground restored. The
Council will also erect a sign forbidding
access to vehicles.
However, there needs to be a longsupport the Blane with your contributions
both financial and literary. Please keep
it all coming.
Collection boxes are in Browns’
shop, library and the Strathblane
Pharmacy.
Bring your Blane to the Post House
Gallery (see the advert on page 24)
and receive 10% discount on a
single transaction during June.

term solution as
Council vans do
need access to the
p l a y p a r k
occasionally for
maintenance
purposes. It would appear that, in the
past, vehicular access was taken across
the school playing field and it may well
be that this is what damaged the
drainage.
We welcome comments on
anything that appears in the
newsletter. Please write to the
Editor, Mike Fischbacher, at:
4 Southview Road, Strathblane
G63 9JQ
or e-mail:
theblane@strathblanefield.org.uk
 01360 770716

RURAL
Rhoda Hall

I

t’s the end of another year for the
Blane SWRI. It has been very
interesting, catering for all subjects:
art, crafts, experiences, and most of all
fellowship and fun. Still to come is our
annual dinner, always most enjoyable.
Good food and good company - what
more could you ask for?
Well, what about you... yes you!
Why not come and join us next session
where you will be welcomed into our
‘Rural’ family?
Could I just say a sincere thank
you to Mary Marshall (President), Jean
Shaw (Vice President) and a great
committee for all their hard work and
enthusiasm? Even the committee
meetings are fun!
Have a good summer, enjoy your
holiday and join us in the autumn.

SWEEPING
CHANGES

W

e often hear complaints about
why the Council doesn’t do
more to address the problem
of litter and unswept leaves around the
village. Well, it does.
There is a Council pick up truck
in the village every day that can deal
with problem areas. However, we need
to let the Council know what and where
the problems are. The Council will act
if you phone the contact centre or email
them (see page 4 for details).
The Council will also remove flytipping within five days of being notified.
If problems remain, phone
community councillor Elspeth Posnett
(see page 22) and she will follow this
up.

FOSTERING DVD
STIRLING Council’s Children’s
Services issued a new DVD in March,
which is designed to assist in recruiting
future foster carers.
The DVD explains what fostering
involves, the different kinds of care that
can be provided (short term/long term/
respite care), how we assess and approve
carers, the rewards that are involved and
the range of support offered to carers.
An event on Monday 19 March in
the Municipal Chambers to launch the
DVD, acknowledged the contribution of
carers, the valuable work that they do,
and stressed the importance of the
fostering task and the need for more
carers.
The intention is to have the DVD
clips on the Council website so that it
can be viewed online, to make it
available in public libraries and, when
people make enquiries, to send it out as
part of the initial information pack where
people cannot access the Council
website.

NEW MOBILE
LIBRARIES

U

sers of the Mobile Library
Service in Mugdock will soon
have a treat in store, when the
sparkling new vehicles arrive in their
village.
The new vehicles replace the
seven-year-old ones that have given good
service and have won awards for their
design quality. There are two entrances,
one of which has a lift for wheelchair
users. There is space for around 2,500
items and there is a wide range of stock
to choose from.
Adults and children alike have a
large range of both fiction and nonfiction at their disposal, while there will
also be a selection of audio-visual items

to choose from. If you cannot find the
item you were looking for, the extremely
friendly and helpful staff will be happy
to request an item for you.
Mugdock 11.15–11.30 Mondays
June 18
July 2,16,30
August 13,27
September 10,24
October 8,22
November 5,19
December 3,15,31

ILLEGALLY ERECTED ESTATE
AGENTS’ SIGNS
Alastair Smith

W

hy is it that, as the spring
flowers fade, estate
agents signs proliferate?
The appearance of an estate
agent’s sign is the notice that some
individual or family is leaving the
community. Usually neighbours
know, but sometimes it is the
initial intimation, and to others
something to talk about.
The signs appear, not only
on the house up for sale but also
around the village. The signs on
the actual houses do serve to
positively identify them, but the others
are, in my opinion, just an eyesore.
Potential house buyers do not need them.
In this day of the web, information about
properties up for sale and where they
are situated is easily obtainable. Not just
an address but a map. And the estate
agents’ brochures also contain a map.
So there is no need for other signs, to
be randomly spread around the village.
The thing is, these estate agents
know they are breaking the law. Signs
are only allowed to be placed on the
property for sale, or its “curtilage”.
{curtilage - noun, an area of land
attached to a house and forming one
enclosure with it.}
So, what to do? Stirling Council
has an official who will chase the
offending estate agents up for us, Lynne
Currie, Enforcement Officer:
Tel: 01786 442813
e-mail: curriel@stirling.gov.uk
When walking round our
community recently, my impression was
that one firm was offending more than

BLANE TREASURER

W

e had a very quick response to
our plea for a treasurer in the
last issue. Liz Kerr volunteered to do
our accounts and we are grateful to
her for that.

others. Lynne will be writing to this
firm, reminding them of their
obligations, and on being told where
illegal signs have been erected, she will
write telling them to remove them within
two days, or they will be removed and
destroyed.
So there we have it. Tell Lynne
that there is an illegal sign and she will
require the firm to take it down.
Interestingly enough, Renfrewshire have regulations that allow them
to fine offending estate agents. And this
they do.

PARKINSON’S
Elliot Davies
he Branch will meet
T
socially on the first
Monday of each month,
starting on 3 September,
at Cambusbarron Church
hall, with lunch. All are
welcome to turn up, for
1pm.
The society’s mission is the
conquest of Parkinson’s disease and the
alleviation of the suffering and distress
it causes, through effective research,
education, welfare and communication.
If you would like more
information, contact me on 01259
3
213839.

VIEW FROM THE POLICE OFFICE
PC Paul Barr
No Calling Zone
On Monday 5th and Tuesday 6th
March 2007 Fintry Amateur Dramatics
assisted in the launch of a pilot No Cold
Callers Zone in Killearn. Five interactive
dramatic scenes were acted out within
the theatre at Killearn Primary School
for invited members of the community.
This was followed by the opportunity to
take advice from Police, Trading
Standards, Stirling Council Housing, and
Victim Support.
The zone will be identified by
signs placed around the village and at
the main access roads to the village.
The purpose of the zone is to assist
in preventing bogus workmen type
crimes and unscrupulous salesmen. The
zone is intended to empower more
vulnerable members of the community
who may not be as confident in dealing
with these types of individuals. This will
allow members of the public to say that
they cannot deal with doorstep callers
as they live in the zone.
If this trial is a success it is hoped
that it will be implemented in Blanefield
at a later date. My advice is always to

check the identity of officials calling at
your door. If they are bona-fide they will
not be upset by this.
I would always advise people to
use companies which are recommended

for building work, etc and never to bow
to pressure from a sales person cold
calling at the door.
Suspicious Schemes
Several residents have raised
concerns with regards to what they
consider appears to be a suspicious
lottery type scheme. The method used
is similar in most cases whereby a piece
of unsolicited mail arrives personally.

This letter explains that the addressee
has been attached to a winning lottery
ticket and quotes a six figure payout.
This is an apparent share of an even
bigger jackpot and quotes various
reference numbers. The form requests
the addressee to forward their personal
details, including date of birth and bank.
They also request a photocopy of some
form of identification. I would urge
anyone to be extremely careful when
replying to any piece of unsolicited mail
and especially careful when passing
personal details and banking details. The
information passed could easily be used
to complete the fast emerging crime
trend of identity fraud.
Remember the adage if it sounds
too good to be true it probably is.
Security Warning
Two houses in the village were
subject to overnight thefts recently. In
both instances doors or windows had
been left open allowing the thief an easy
opportunity. Please assist us by ensuring
that windows and doors are not left open.
If any reader wishes further advice
please contact me on 01360 770224 or
via the e-mail link at:
www.centralscotland.police.uk/
l o c a l p o l i c i n g /
stirling_dunblane_blanefield.php

SIGN OF THE TIMES

FREESAT

This article has been reproduced from CSPeak, newsletter of Central Scotland
Police with their kind permission.

Alastair Smith

I

t’s now been more than 12 months
since Stirling Community Safety
Partnership - on the back of a
successful funding submission by the
force’s Community Planning and
Collision Prevention Units - bought a
digital speed-activated sign for use within
Stirling Area Command.
The device, which is primarily
used by road-traffic officers and
community constables, helps the force
in dealing with speed-related complaints
arising from members of the public or
community councils.
The device aids police in
monitoring vehicle speed and can
contribute to both driver education and
public reassurance. In 2006, a number
of communities across the Stirling local
authority area benefited when the speedactivated sign was used in their area.
Community police officers,
responding to speed-related complaints
from their communities, received
positive feedback from community
councils after using the equipment.
Furthermore, localised concerns
associated with speeding were identified
and addressed.
The speed-activated sign and its
use within the semi-rural areas of Stirling
has proven particularly successful.
Area
Forum
5,
a
democratic process made up of a
4 number of geographically-linked

community
councils and
attended by
representatives
from various
agencies, has
bought a number of speed signs for use
within the forum area.
Following consultation with the
Collision Prevention Unit and Stirling
Council Roads Department, the
additional signs will be used in a number
of pre-identified locations ensuring that
all communities benefit.
Robin Flashman, of Strathblane
Community Council and area forum
representative, said: “Road safety, and
speeding in particular, is a major concern
to many of Stirling’s rural communities.
“With the support of area community
planning funding and the assistance of
the council and the police, we are
working in partnership to address this
issue. The purchase of speed-activated
signs is something that can improve the
quality of life of people in Strathblane
and elsewhere.”

T

he BBC has announced that it will
provide a free satellite television
and radio service to be called
Freesat. At present Sky will sell you a
Freesat service that does not require you
to pay a subscription to them. However,
“Sky” does not guarantee that it will
always be free. I think they promised
that it would be free for eight years.
The BBC has promised that it will
always be free and, unlike the Sky
service, it will be “future proofed”. By
that they mean that any new service they
decide to provide to licence payers will
also be carried on Freesat. The most
obvious new service is High Definition
Television. Sky, at present, have a High
definition service, but as well as a special
box, they require an additional
subscription.
To get the BBC’s Freesat you will
need to buy your own satellite dish and
set top box. Costs should not be more
than about £150. If you are practically
minded, you can buy a system in “B&Q”
for about £90, although I would hold
off for a bit as the technical details of
the BBC service have yet to be
announced.

CONTACTING STIRLING COUNCIL
Stirling Council, Viewforth,
Stirling FK8 2ET
Visit Viewforth and local offices
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm

 0845 277 7000
Mon-Fri 8am-8pm Saturday
10am-4pm Emergencies 24 hour
info@stirling.gov.uk
www.stirling.org.uk

BURNS CLUB

SCOUTS
CENTENARY

Gordon Posnett

he local scout troop was
T
started by Miss Edith
Gairdner in August 1908. Five

L

ast year, the Blane
Valley Burns Club
raised £800 for The
Beatson Oncology Centre
through their various
functions within the village.
By the time you read this, we will
have run a bus on Friday 8th June, to
take the P6 class of Strathblane Primary
School to Alloway to show them Burns
Cottage, The Robert Burns Experience
and the Bridge over which Tam, on
horseback, fled from the witches in Tam
o’ Shanter. We shall tell you about that
in the next issue.
We are again running a Charity
Ceilidh Dance with The Neil Macmillan
Ceilidh Dance Band on Saturday 8th
October in The Edmonstone Hall.
Tickets will be £8 each and available
nearer the date, but put it in your diary
as last year the dance was enjoyed by
all. The Charity this year is The Scottish

Spina Bifida Association.
On Saturday 26th January next
year we will be holding our 28th Annual
Burns Supper in Strathblane Primary
School. Yes that’s definitely a date for
your diary.
We at the Blane would like to
acknowledge the support of the
Blane Valley Burns Club who, for
several years, have given a
generous donation for each
issue of the newsletter. We are
very grateful.

boys were enrolled in the
Curlew Patrol.
In 1909, the troop had the
honour of being inspected by
King Edward when they formed
a guard of honour at Blanefield
station during his visit to Duntreath. The
following year they were one of a
number of troops that were inspected by
the King at Holyrood Palace.
Next year will be their centenary
and they would like to collect as many
photographs as they can for that
occasion. If you have any photographs
that you could lend, please contact Jim
Kennedy on 770627.
(The information above was
provided by Alison Dryden. Does anyone
have a copy of the photo of Lord BadenPowell at Auchengillan in 1907, or know
where one can be found? - Ed)

STRATHENDRICK ROTARY CLUB
ARNOLD CLARK CLASSIC CAR TOUR
Mike Menzies
THE Arnold Clark
Strathendrick
Rotary Classic Car
Tour took place on
Sunday 29th April.
Over forty classic
cars motored through 125
miles of stunning Perthshire countryside
on scenic challenging roads including
some single track. The tour started and
finished at Culcreuch Castle in beautiful
sunshine and gave spectators the
opportunity to view the cars in the
grounds of the castle.
There was a superb collection of
cars including the oldest entrant, an
Austin Seven Arrow which was seventy
five years old and completed the course
with ease. This was driven by Michael
Pell with his wife Brenda navigating. At
the other end of the age scale were a
Lotus Elise, a Mazda MX5 and a Dodge
Viper.
Other entries included E type
Jaguars, MGBs, an Aston-Martin DB6

and a Ferrari GTO replica so there
was certainly a great selection of
motoring greats!
Joe Norman of Strathendrick
Rotary, who organised the event,
commented that everyone had
enjoyed taking part in the event and
that nearly £3000 had been raised
for the three nominated charities
Eye Camps, Wateraid and the
Wheeelchair Foundation. Joe added
that he wished to thank all those
who took part making it such an
enjoyable day and for their generosity
in raising such an impressive amount of
money for such deserving causes. Joe
was also very grateful for the fantastic
support the sponsors gave, which was
very much appreciated.



Local resident, Robin Taylor,
entered his wife Kathleen's 1982 Citroen
2CV Charleston (pictured above right)
which he co-drove with his son Colin.
The car was immaculately prepared and
admired by all. Robin who is a member
of The Rotary Club, raised the largest
single contribution with his own
sponsorship - an incredible effort.He
thanked all those who had supported
him so generously and his wife
Kathleen for letting him have her pride
and joy for the day!



The Audi quattro Club entered no
fewer than eight original Audi quattros
ranging from the early 80s to the early
90s. These were similar to the quattros
which won the World Rally
Championship in the 80s and are quite
a collectors piece now. Two very recent
RS4s took part as well demonstrating

the very latest in quattro four wheel drive
technology.



A very interesting entrant took
part which was a replica, built in 1970,
of the 1957 Le Mans winning Jaguar D
Type, entered by the Scottish Team,
Ecurie Ecosse, and driven to victory by
Ron Flockhart and Ivor Bueb. It is
interesting to note that the original,
powered by a 3.8 straight six cylinder
twin overhead cam engine, featured fuel
injection and, remember, that this was
fifty years ago! The shape of the car
which still looks stunning today was
penned by Jaguar's Malcolm Sayer who
went on to design the Jaguar E type.
The replica was driven by Dr Hamish
McLeod from Moffat and his navigator
was Irene Minto.

The Club meets every Monday
evening - 6.30 for 7.00 in the
Black Bull in Killearn. If you are
interested in finding out more
about the Rotary Club of
Strathendrick, please contact
5
Robin Taylor on 770207.

his must be spring! We
have had a few false
starts but it definitely
now has the look of an
awakening by Mother
Nature. She has been very
slothful about getting on with the opening
of spring flowers and blossom on the
fruit trees. For goodness sake, they were
touring the Cherry blossom in
Washington at Easter. Meanwhile we
had six inches of snow on Good Friday.
And of course there has been the news
from home about the warmest April
since 1914. Don’t want to hear it.
However, now we feel better and
optimistic that the barbeques can
commence and very soon there will be
the background noises of people jumping
into their swimming pools and
recalcitrant children being told not to
point that water gun at Grandma. We
have now purchased a shiny new
Barbecue and have cooked on it a few
times on the warmer days. Of course it
is bigger and hotter (isn’t everything in
the New World?) than our old rusty one
in Blanefield, but I am sure we will be
able to cook an edible meal on it soon,
if I don’t lose all my hair when I lift the
cave-like lid to inspect the goodies.
The winter, as you might have

gathered, was a
shock. Of course,
they had the
longest, coldest
spell of weather
with temperatures
not going above
zero, since 1967
or something.
Then there has
been the mystery
of who LES was. Every evening when
we watched the weather forecast there
was LES on the chart but he never
appeared. The weather man is Kevin on
our local channel (who, of course has a
great grandparent from County Cork)
so it wasn’t him. However, it came to
pass that LES was revealed as Lake
Effect Snow. So when he made an
appearance on the chart we knew we
were in trouble. It is something to do
with cold fronts coming over Lakes Erie
and Ontario when the lake temperature
is higher than the air mass. The snow
was late starting this season. It normally
comes the week after Thanksgiving at
the end of November but this year we
were ‘green’ over Christmas and into
the second week of January. There was
snow on the ground then until the second
week of April. A town on the edge of
Lake Ontario, called Oswego, had 9 feet
of snow!
Part of the essential activity in the
winter on the Niagara river, is the
installation of an ice boom on Lake Erie

LIFTSHARE

A SPORT FOR ALL WEATHERS

Alan Campbell

Philip Graves

D

ANOTHER wet, blustery May
morning, and another cricket
match rained off. That makes
four matches washed out in the
last ten days. Maybe cricket
wasn’t intended to be played
on the West coast of Scotland!
In our frustration my son and
I head down to the Allander
Sports Centre to play squash.
This has to be the perfect game
for Scotland; it can be played Front row from the right: Calum Reilly, Alastair
all year round whatever the
Graves and Douglas MacMillan.
weather, and by all ages.
Squash is presently
thriving at the Allander. We are lucky joints creaking, and joining an active
to have one of the best junior coaches in round of monthly league matches. Some
the West of Scotland bringing on a have even leapt straight into the team
cohort of youngsters to replace some of squash, either the ladies team or one of
us more mature members in the squash the two men’s teams that play once a
teams. Two local lads, Alastair Graves week in the West of Scotland Leagues.
and Calum Reilly, recently came second The men’s first team last season had
and fourth respectively in the Under 15s much to thank Iain Horrocks for. Iain is
at the West of Scotland Junior a very fit Strathblane sportsman who
Championships in January. Douglas came straight in at number one, half way
MacMillan came first at the Under 13s through the season. Recently promoted
level and has won tournaments at a to division four, we were hovering
national level. The regular Sunday dangerously close to the relegation zone
afternoon junior training sessions are until his arrival.
We are always looking for new
very popular; book well in advance
through the Allander on 0141 942 2233. members. Next season starts off towards
Some of the juniors have shamed the end of August with a few Wednesday
their parents into dusting off their sports evening “open nights”. For further
kit and stepping back onto the courts, information ring me on 0141 956 1954.

LETTER FROM AMERICA
Eleanor Friel

T

o you do any regular commuting?
Would like to share the journey
and save money and the
environment?
Then
go
to
www.liftshare.org.
This is a great website which
allows people who do similar journeys
to get together to share. You can do a
quick search to see journey details of
people near you who are already
registered but if you don't see a match,
you can register your own journey so
that future people seeking lift shares on
routes similar to yours can see it and
contact you. For security, you can even
set it so that your details are kept private
and you can set preferences so, for
instance, if you are a woman, you can
opt to only share with other women, or
if you are a non-smoker, you can opt
for only other non-smokers.
At the moment, there are people
from Strathblane looking for shares to
Stirling, Bridge of Allan, Faslane,
Bearsden and then, myself, to
Edinburgh.
Even if you don't find an exact
match, it is possible to find people who
could share part of the route - for
example, I save over 150 miles a week
by sharing with someone from
Cumbernauld. You too could
save a small fortune so don't
6 hesitate - go and register today.

which flows into Niagara river and hence
on to the ‘Falls. The purpose of the boom
is to regulate the amount of ice that
moves down the river when it starts to
melt. This helps to prevent serious
damage to the harbours and banks of the
river. Ice flows took away the Landing
at Lewiston back in the fifties and caused
the collapse of the Honeymoon Bridge
in 1938.
The Buffalo region is renowned
for its efficiency in clearing the snow
and keeping the roads clear. We had our
street cleared and gritted after every
snowfall, which was very impressive.
In our first few months here we were
aware of how obsessed the local people
were with the weather forecasting. Now
we know why.
Our little town went into
hibernation, only emerging now and
again for special openings of gift shops
for important days such as Christmas,
tours of the historic houses in Lewiston,
and of course the big one here –
Valentine’s Day. Everyone had a heart.
The restaurants went to town on
romantic meals and showing the ones
you love how much you care by the size
of the credit card bill. Our next big day
will be Memorial Day which marks the
official beginning of the Summer season,
and then forward to Independence Day
on the 4th July. God Bless America.
Whoops – sorry. Maybe we will run the
Union Jack up the flagpole and see how
many salute it.

and present day Syrian Christian sites,
as well as Mount Ararat (remember
Noah’s ark?) and Harran, where
Abraham lived, to Sanliurfa, the Edessa
of the ancient world. Other visits include
a sail on Lake Van, the world’s largest
Soda Lake and Nemrut Dag with its
famous statues.
The people, sites and geography
give us an insight into this remarkable
area which was one of the heartlands of
early Christianity and home to a variety
of civilisations over thousands of years
of history.
A number from the area have
thoroughly enjoyed these trips in the past
and we look forward to welcoming
others. If you are interested, please
contact me on 770154.

THE KIRK

ADVENTURES IN
EASTERN TURKEY
Elizabeth Sutherland

W

e are planning another
prodigious trip from April
26th -May 9th 2008 to some
of the most renowned and beautiful
cultural and archaeological sites. Eastern
Turkey is much less visited than the west
but it contains some of the most
fascinating areas from the perspective
of ancient civilisation as well as key
moments in Christian history. The
scenery is without rival.......
breathtaking.
The trip takes us from Trabzon
(formerly Trebizond - remember Rose
Macaulay?) on the Black Sea with its
memories of the Byzantine and Ottoman
empires, by way of ancient Armenian

Murray O’Donnell

T

he first meeting of
the new season of
the Heritage Society
will be on the 5th of
September at 7.30 in the Village club
when we will have two speakers, Ian
Swan and Dai Hutchinson. The talk, to
illustrated with photographs, will be
about the expeditions undertaken by Ian
and Dai to Kilimanjaro. Everyone is
welcome to attend and we look forward
to seeing you.
Membership for the season is £5
with £3 concession.

THE GUILD
Tricia Rae

W

e have had a very varied
programme of speakers during
the Spring.
Christian Radio gave us an insight
into the workings behind the scenes of
radio which was very interesting.
Louise Bustard described the new
layout of Kibble Palace and Claire Sharp
made icing a cake seem completely
effortless. We will all be trying it out
for our Christmas Cakes, including
making icing roses!
The Spring Fayre on the 29th of
April was very well attended. A total
sum of £1,430.27p was raised. A very
big thank you to all who made it possible,
the people who donated goods, worked
hard on the day, and those who came to
buy. The money is going to Water Aid
and St.Margaret’s Hospice.
Dates for your diary.
October 1st – our Opening Night
for the new season. 7.30 pm in the Kirk
Rooms. All are welcome.
Isobel Brown has stepped down
after 7 years as President and said her
goodbye in the Spring edition of
Cornerstone. She has our sincere thanks
for the energy and experience she
brought to the task. She will be a hard
act to follow.

R DICKSON CARS
Private Car Hire for every Occasion

2 x 5 door Hatchbacks
6 Seater Galaxy - with Trailer
mob: 07801 372735
or  01360 770040
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A CARBON NEUTRAL VILLAGE:
THE FIRST STEP generate power from the
George Thom

T

he article about a Carbon Neutral
Village in the last issue of The
Blane created enough interest for
ten people to turn up to the meeting in
our house to extend the discussion, and
we all felt enthusisatic enough to arrange
another meeting in a neighbour’s house
to see their energy-saving initiatives. So
it looks as though we have a number of
people who are keen to form a group,
keep the debate going, and do something
about reducing our carbon footprints.
First meeting
So what did we do at our first
meeting? We all introduced ourselves
and gave everyone an idea of why we
had come. Many of us had direct
experience of doing something about
reducing energy consumption and it was
very illuminating to hear about these,
from major works in people’s homes to
where to get the best energy-saving light
bulbs.
From my own point of view I
found it reassuring that no one had the
answer. It is a complicated issue and one
that will not be solved or resolved by
central government (although they could
help). It will be affected by the way we
live our lives and by not taking ‘power’
for granted.
Members of the group had some
ideas about generating our own power.
Some people had already installed solar
panels, and had investigated systems that

heat
underground, and stoves that burn wood
waste. We also talked a bit about the
potential of neighbours joining forces in
communal schemes.
But generating some of your own
power is difficult to find out about and
expensive to do. So we thought that the
best way to start is to think about what
we can do now. For all of us with busy
lives revolving round families, work and
responsibilities, giving ourselves
something else to think about is never
going to be easy. We are all looking for
convenience and ways to make life
easier; reducing power consumption can
mean the opposite. Without individual
action nothing is likely to change, there
is no magic wand or solution on the
shelf.
Some of the group suggested that
power consumption will only reduce
when the measures you take make a
significant impact on your bank balance.
Others think that you are unlikely to save
enough money from energy saving to
motivate people to change. The answer
is to alert people to the environmental
cost and not the financial cost, and for
us all to be careful with our use of power.
Measuring your energy consumption
The group decided to carry out a
very unscientific experiment over a sixweek period, which you could also try.
For the first three weeks you monitor
your consumption of energy by taking a
meter reading every morning. For the
final three weeks you keep taking your
meter readings and try very hard to

reduce your power consumption, any
way you can! We all acknowledged that
it was unscientific – for instance the
weather will change or you might not
be at home as much – but the real
intention is to make you conscious of
your use of power and to modify your
lifestyle. Personally speaking it has
worked as I am being much more frugal
with the use of power and I’m making
sure things are switched off when not in
use. I await the report back at the next
meeting. I suppose it’s a bit like
weightwatchers: if I turn up for a
meeting and fail to report a reduction in
power … what will they think of me!
In addition to the power survey we
shared our email addresses so we can
now circulate problems and tips with
each other as they crop up instead of
having to wait for a meeting. One
member of the group has identified a
range of small but important steps
everyone could take, and these will be
posted on the community website
www.strathblanefield.org.uk.
What are we doing next? By the
time you read this the group will have
met again. If you want to join the group
or find out when the next meeting is
email me on gethom@tiscali.co.uk. We
have made a list of our ideas for what
the group could do in the future which
can be emailed to interested people by
contacting me or anyone you know on
the group. We hope to get the Energy
Savings Trust to come to a meeting and
maybe host an exhibition in the village
on energy saving.
We will keep you informed.
Meanwhile our survey compels me to
switch off my computer and get out into
the sunshine!

CAMPSIE LANDSLIP
Philip Graves

I

n over twenty years living in the
Strathblane area we have witnessed
many climatic extremes and grown
webbed feet in the process. But the last
two months of 2006 were enough to
force even the most weather-hardened
local to consider emigration to sunnier
climes. According to Mugdock Met
Station 20 inches of rain fell in
November and December last year (at
the other extreme just over half an inch
fell in slightly less than 5 weeks from
March 19th onwards this year). As was
featured in the last edition of The Blane,
this led to the dramatic landslip on the
Campsies in late December.
For those that have not made the
effort to view this local example of the
force of nature, I highly recommend a
visit before its effects are grassed over
and the scale of the slip becomes less
obvious. It will take some time before
the steep eight foot high
embankments erode away, but the
8 distance travelled by the soil

down the slopes will soon be
less visible as the vegetation
returns.
Whilst the rubble, soil
and boulders have travelled
quite a few hundred yards
down the slopes from the foot
of the scarp face of the
Campsies, anyone who has
trudged up the soft slopes of
the slip will assure you that
the village itself was never in
danger. The Community
Council had a few worried
calls from villagers worried
about the dangers from
further such landslips, but in
my view the hillside is not steep enough
to warrant such fears. More mundane
threats exist in the village, such as
speeding cars on the A81 or even the
occasional earthquake.
On one of my trips up the muddy
trail of the landslip I picked up a bottle
which must have lain undisturbed for
many years. Some of our readers might

Bottle found on the Campsie
landslide
recognise the label and
enlighten me of its age and
original contents. The embossed design
reads:
“A.D.
STRATHDEE,
ALLANDER SPRINGS TRADE
MARK, MULGUY”.
As an aside, as an incomer I often
wonder how the spelling of Milngavie
was derived and why wasn’t the original
“Mulguy” spelling retained. Was it just
a plot to confuse us Southerners?

WHY WE NEED A
BETTER PLAY PARK
Robin Hoyle

A

recent survey for Playday
(www.playday.org.uk) showed
that 80 % of children in the UK
prefer playing outside to playing indoors
but one third of children in Scotland say
they never play outside. In an era of
Nintendo, PlayStation and Game Cube
it is important to recognise that children
do still want to play outdoors in the
natural environment (82 % would rather
play in natural spaces such as gardens,
parks and local fields instead of places
like streets or car parks).
Much work has been done to
understand the importance of play (and
remember George Bernard Shaw once
said, ‘You do not stop playing because
you get old, you get old because you
stop playing’). It has been shown that
play supports children’s social, physical,
intellectual, cultural and emotional
development. David Lloyd
George stated that ‘play is a
child’s first claim on the
community’ (1926).
So if we want to see the
children of Strathblane &
Blanefield:
· enjoy better physical,
emotional and mental health
· develop social skills and responsibility
· appreciate their environment
· understand risk and challenge
· grow identity and self esteem
· participate in sports, arts and culture
· be less likely to offend and engage
in anti-social behaviour;
and given that the criteria for an
enriched play environment include
amongst other things:
· a varied and interesting physical
environment
· challenge in relation to the physical
environment
· playing with natural elements
· movement – eg. climbing, balancing

· stimulation of
the five senses;
then it is not
hard to see where
our current park
lets us down. A
better play park is
one
of
the
e s s e n t i a l
components to A poor playpark for a village with so many youngsters. It is time
improving this to get something much better.
village.
Thomas and Mrs Kelly) have made a
ecently a small Greenheart group fantastic 3D model of the park to make
met again try to move things forward it easier to understand, and have given
with securing funds to improve the park. loads of ideas and suggestions; the Fun
Much work has already been done by Hut have had a say and there was a stand
previous members of the group and, with at the School Fair in May.
support from our primary pupils and
Anne Scott has visited the school
Stirling Council, there is now a planned three times to meet and discuss the plans
outline of the proposed new park.
with the pupil council, describing each
This new development looks to item on the plan and inviting feedback
make best use of the natural or alternatives. She also asked them to
environment that surrounds the think of fundraising ideas, big and small.
area and to encourage the use Anne said, “There is great excitement
of the park by a wide age range and anticipation over this development
of children and teenagers. With from the children and all those I have
clever landscaping it hopes to spoken to. I have encouraged pupils to
increase the opportunities for take their parents and grandparents into
spontaneous play, allowing the the library to see the plans and leave
children to use their comments.”
imaginations to explore and generate
new games as well us update and refresh
nd now for the finance bit! The
the swings, slides and roundabout.
proposal as it stands will cost about
Seating will be integrated throughout the £70 – 80,000. So far we have met with
site to ensure that parents and carers have folk from Killearn to hear how they
every opportunity to be a part of the acquired funds for their new playpark;
action.
we have attended a funding meeting held
by Stirling Council; and we are currently
t the moment we are looking for drawing up our own business plan. Over
feedback from the community. the next few months we will be looking
Nothing about the design at this moment to develop a series of proposals for the
is set in stone. We want to make sure Big Lottery, trusts and potential
the park we get is the one folks want corporate sponsors and we will keep you
and we need feedback to show potential updated with how this is progressing. If
funders that the community supports this anybody has any comments, a spare
idea.
£10k, or would like to help out in any
The sketches are available in the way, then please get in touch with me
library for comment and suggestions. So on 770467 (rwhoyle@btinternet.com),
far a few folks have commented this or Anne Scott on 771065,
way; the P3s (a thank you here to Miss (jeaniebrown@btinternet.com).

R
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FUN HUT
Mother and Toddlers’ Group

Lynne Kelly
The Fun Hut has
been really busy sincethe Easter break
and we have welcomed new babies and
carers. We have been enjoying the good
weather and the countryside by taking
the children out for walks as part of our
initiative to promote healthy habits. The
children also took part in a sponsored
hop, skip and jump. A very successful
race night was held in conjunction with
the Blanefield Thistle Football Club and,
thanks to local generosity, we raised
much needed funds. We still have some

great events planned before the summer
including:
 The summer outing is a visit to
Kidzworld Soft Play in Alexandria
on 15th June at 10 am.
 We will be hosting an ‘open
morning’ for the Fun Hut in August
when the school term resumes. This
gives an opportunity to visit the Fun
Hut, have a coffee and find out more
about this great group.
The Fun Hut sessions are Monday,
Wednesday, Friday 9.15-11.15 am
during school term. We are located at
the Kirk Rooms, Strathblane. All
children under 5 and their carers are
most welcome to come along!

For more information on the Fun
Hut or the above events, please contact
me on 770 204.

JUDO

T

he judo class in Strathblane take
place in the Scout Hall on a Friday
night from 7pm until 8pm. It is for boys
and girls age 5 years and upwards.
Senior coach is Brian Long. Interested?
Then come along and try - first class is
free! It’s a great way of getting fit while
having fun! Time and day not suit? Then
there are other classes, other
times and other venues available.
Just call Brian on 07974377353. 9

TENNIS
NEWS

BALFRON WILD WOLVES
the logical step was to
HOCKEY CLUB competitions,
make it a club. This gives the newly

Graeme Ross

Graeme Ross

T

here is now a new hockey club
playing at Balfron on Tuesday
evenings. The club is open to
kids from P5 upwards and is a more
formal version of the coaching
programme that has been run by Active
Stirling for some time. It was felt that
in order to give the opportunity of
competing in festivals and other

he season is in full
swing now and
started well with some
excellent
early
sunshine. When the sun comes out, the
barbie comes out and we have been
enjoying some great Saturdays of tennis
and gossip. The coaching has been well
attended with classes running from 9am
until 2pm every Saturday. There has been
plenty of enthusiasm and progress has
been good in most cases. The leagues are
being fiercely (but fairly!) contested.
Many of the players from other clubs have
become well known to us over the years
and the fortnightly trips to the far flung
corners of the district are always fun
evenings.
I must mention the very sad recent
death of David Hole, one of the leading
lights of the tennis club for many years
and also one the nicest people you could
ever hope to meet. He had served the club
as President for a number of years and
was one of the main stalwarts of the Gents
team. We miss him for his genuine
warmth, his ability and tenacity on the
courts and his great sense of fun. He has
also been missed by the players from other
teams who enjoyed both his company and
also the pakora which he tended to bring
as his contribution to the after match
supper. We plan to plant some daffodils
beside the courts in memory of our great
Welsh friend.
As ever I would
finish by encouraging
anyone who fancies a
game to come along to
the club and give it a
go. Tennis is not the
easiest of sports
sometimes, but it's
always fun at your
local club!

JAZZ NIGHT
Graeme Ross
THE ever popular Ivan Henderson and
his Jazz Band played another storming gig
at the Edmonstone Hall on the 21st April.
The sold-out signs had to be put over the
posters well before the event and those
lucky enough to get a ticket were served
up both some fabulous dance-along jazz
and also some top notch sarnies at the
interval! Ivan's band come from all over
the UK and we really are very fortunate
that they seem to enjoy this relatively
small (by their standards) concert.
Many of those attending are not
what you might call jazz aficionados, but
can most definitely appreciate talented
musicians making a great sound. We
always keep our fingers crossed that they
will be happy to play for us again
as it really is one of the best nights
10 out in the village!

T

formed committee the chance to have
more say in the running of things on a
weekly basis and also provide some
logo'd kit to give the whole thing a more
positive feel.
Hockey is an excellent team sport
and we would encourge any boys or girls
who fancy giving it a go to either contact
me at the number below or simply come
along and join in one of the sessions
771571.

BROWNIES
Jane McCallum

O

nce again the session has
flown by, with very few
weeks left before the
summer holidays. The Brownies
have managed to pack a lot of
activities into Tuesday evenings,
despite this being such a short
term!
The girls were all doing
the Out and About badge, and
as part of this we all enjoyed a
nature walk around Mugdock Park, led
by the very informative Park Ranger,
Stuart. We saw lots of ‘signs of spring’
including daffodils, buds, frog spawn
and birds. We were also very lucky as
we were one of the first to hear the
song of the chiff-chaff, just returned
for the summer from Africa. Stuart told
us that he had only just heard the chiffchaff himself that morning and this was
his favourite sign of spring. He was
very impressed with the Brownies’
knowledge of the Country Code and
had them playing a very exhausting
game about behaving responsibly in the
countryside.
We look forward to another
outing to Mugdock later in the year.
The annual litter pick was a great
success with the girls raising a lot of
money from generous sponsors. The
good weather made our tidy up of the
football pitch and the Old Railway line
even more enjoyable.
The Brownies also had a stall at
the School Fair in May. The theme of
the Fair was the Circus and so we asked
the girls to come up with some circus-

themed activities. As usual they had a
lot of ideas but we chose three – Pinthe-nose-on-the-Clown, Prize Draw
Circus and Animal Mask painting. The
girls were very busy the week before
the Fair, painting a clown and banner,
cutting out masks and red noses, and
thinking of prizes; but all the effort was
worthwhile. The Brownie stall was very
busy all morning attracting 150
customers. The girls worked really hard
and were no doubt exhausted by the end
of the morning!
We are looking forward to another
Brownie Promise night when new
recruits officially become Brownies, and
of course to our end of term surprise.
Once again, thanks to all the parent
helpers and to Sally and Hilary for job
sharing the role of Snowy Owl. Thanks
too to all who sponsored the girls or were
customers at the School Fair.
There are still some places
available for next session so please
contact Claire 771816 or me 771281 if
your daughter is aged between 7 and 10
years and would like to come to
Brownies.

RAINBOWS
Wendy Hamilton

T

he Rainbows continued their theme
of ‘Dogs that help us’ with a visit
from Strathclyde Police Dog Branch.
They brought along a German
Shepherd and a Springer Spaniel. The
officers demonstrated a ‘search’ using
the Springer - the girls were very
impressed.
On 3 May, we took part in the
Annual Village Cleanup. We tried to
raise as much sponsor money as

possible, in order to buy more crafts and
equipment.
Now our theme is ‘friendship’ and
the girls will gain a new Roundabout
badge once complete.
We will finish on the 7th June with
a sausage sizzle in the garden - let’s hope
for sunny weather.
We have the maximum number
of Rainbows until Christmas 2007, at
least. You are still welcome to put your
daughter's name on our waiting list contact me on 771482.

ARTISTIC FLAIR

T

A

manda Hutchison (née Buchanan)
studied Graphic Art and now
specialises in Celtic Style Wall
Hangings, Watercolour Paintings,
Portraits and Children’s Murals.
Her work has been sold to
individuals throughout the world and
each design is individually free hand
drawn and painted and so is completely
unique. Amanda often undertakes
commissions
for
even
more
individuality.
tel:
01360 770811
mob:
07795154071
email: buchanan71@hotmail.co.uk

wo local artists to watch Cathy Campbell and
Michelle Young-Hares.
Cathy graduated in Drawing and
Painting at Duncan of Jordanstone
College of Art, Dundee in 1986
and Michelle is a ceramics graduate
from Edinburgh College of Art
where she also gained a post
graduate diploma in 1994.
At the beginning of the year
they set up a studio together at
Craigbrock just outside Blanefield.
For the past ten years Cathy
has ben teaching drawing/painting
and life class in the Continuing
Education Dept. of Glasgow School of Art and more
recently at Anniesland College of Further Education. She
currently runs an evening art class in the village club. Her
new oils can be viewed at the Panik Gallery, Killearn
until June 24th and her watercolours are for sale at The
Old Mill, Killearn. Alternatively you can view online :http://web.mac.com/campbellcathy
Michelle produces high quality smoke fired Raku
plates and bowls and unusual organic sculptures (right).
She runs a very popular art club in Strathblane Primary
School and is employed by Stirling Council as a sessional
artist on their summer play projects. She is currently
producing a body of work for an exhibition in the Panik
gallery, Killearn which opens July 1st.
Both artists are available for commission and direct
sale.
Please contact: Michelle - 07732659882
Cathy - 07717572053
e-mail: cathycampbell@macace.net
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by his wife Elspeth, congratulated
S.B.C. on achieving 100 years of
bowling in the Parish of Strathblane and
wished the club well in the future.
A feature of the Ladies opening
was Jean Keddie opening the green, a
duty she first performed for her father,
Daniel Muir, in 1934, when she was
sixteen years old.
Strathblane Bowling Club was
opened for the first time on the 11th May
1907 by Mrs John Wilson of Carbeth
Guthrie. On the same date in 2007, Lady
President Sadie Barclay and a number
of members played several ends of bowls
to commemorate the occasion.
Tickets for the Centenary dance
to be held in the Glazert house hotel on

Above: Civic reception at Stirling given by the Lord Provost, Colin
O’Brien. Top: the original ‘keyhole’ clubhouse.

CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS
Murray O’Donnell

T

o celebrate the centenary of
Strathblane Bowling Club,
members and guests attended a
civic reception at the Municipal
Buildings in Stirling. Lord Provost Colin
O’Brien presented the club with a
commemorative plaque.
Presidents for the season, Malcolm
McLean and Sadie Barclay, suitably
replied. Those present went on to enjoy
a finger buffet and refreshments and
were entertained with music and songs.
The following week members and
guests gathered in the Village Club to
enjoy a social evening when members
received mementoes of the centenary
year celebrations. Past President of

1965/66, Jimmy Craigmile,
attended with his daughter
Janice. The former village
policeman
was
warmly
welcomed and swapped stories
of yesteryear with friends old and
new. Other past Presidents from
the 70s, 80s and 90s also
attended. A fine buffet was
provided and members enjoyed
an evening of music and dancing.
The Gents and Ladies
openings on the 14th and 15th
April respectively were attended by
invited guests, including representatives
from the Scottish Bowling Association,
Dunbartonshire B. A. and Kirkintilloch
and District B.A. The then Lord Provost
of Stirling, Colin O’Brien, accompanied

Saturday the 3rd of November are now
available at a cost of £20. A coach to
and from the venue are included in the
price of the ticket.

CASTLE RECIPE

Julie Edmonstone

T
Elizabeth, daughter of Eric and Jean Strachan of Moor Road,
married Alistair Warmington from Oxfordshire in the Parish Church
on 26th May. Elizabeth is a doctor and Alistair a journalist.
The couple will settle in Edinburgh where they met in 2000 at
12 the university.

his wins my star award for
quickest dish of the year! Just cover fillets
of undyed smoked haddock with some tomato
slices (or anything else such as sliced hard boiled
egg) and cover with a sachet of 'home-made'
hollandaise sauce from M & S (or a Schwartz
packet and add extra butter). Heat for 20 mins.
It's so delicious I can't bring myself to
think of it as cheating!

A WONDERFUL WELCOME
awaits you on your arrival at the
newly refurbished hotel, which is
set in a stunning location
Our intimate dining room looks
out onto the
lovely grounds of the hotel
The Function Suite is available for
Birthday Parties, Weddings,
Dinner Dances, Engagements,
Conferences etc.
Resident DJ and Band are
available on request.
Sunday Carvery
2 course £14.95
3 course £19.95
Kids half price

Bar Bistro - Open all day
New Bistro summer menu shortly
Our Christmas programme
will be out soon

Allan & Margaret Duncan
Proprietors

Strathblane Country House
Milngavie Road, Strathblane
Glasgow G63 9EH
Tel: 01360 770491
Fax: 01360 770345
web: www.strathblanecountryhouse.co.uk
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Although the
weather was
dreadful, it couldn’t
spoil the stunning
display at Duntreath
Castle on the Open
Garden day and
these irises looked
magnificent even in
the rain.

In Northumberland
there has been a cull
of grey squirrels and
the red variety is
returning. The Blane has learned that,
in Strathblane, a resident has been
carrying out a similar cull (our lips are
sealed) and we wonder when we shall
see one of these wee chaps in the
village. Keep your eyes peeled.

THE BONNY...

T

he restoration work done recently
to shore up the bank of the burn
at Park Place is looking great. The
willow in the new wall is growing and

14

...AND THE NOT SO BONNY BANKS
is a vast improvement on the wire
baskets.
It is a different story further
downstream.The banking between the
gardens of Southview Drive and the
football field is gradually collapsing into
the burn. The gabions have been unable
to withstand the flooding from the heavy
and sustained rain during the winter.
The Council’s current thinking is
that nature should be allowed to take its
course unless there is a serious problem
as there was at Park Place. Intervention

in one place can lead to problems
elsewhere.
In the short term the Community
Council will arrange for some of the
vegetation to be cut back to bypass the
stretch of damaged path, as part of the
existing path has disappeared into the
Blane. It is possible that the work could
be done by offenders on community
service, along with other projects, as was
done last year when the bridge was
painted and vegetation cut back at
Danny’s Brae and elsewhere.

MUGDOCK PLANTARIA
A THRIVING BUSINESS
Mary Brailey

the business. It would have been
a wonderful project but luckily
olin Barrie runs the highly I found out just in time that I
successful Mugdock Plantaria would have been inheriting a
and Caulders Garden Centre in load of debts as well as a lovely
Kirkintilloch. In a rash moment he garden and it wouldn’t have
agreed to subject himself to a question been viable. So I was
and answer session as the gardening disappointed about that, but then
club’s guest speaker in April.
the manager of the Klondyke
garden centre in Kirkintilloch
We’re going to be talking about your approached me. He was
garden centre business, and picking convinced that the centre could
your brains about plants. But before be a success but Klondyke’s Liz Kerr, Willie Oswald and Zena Sharp have found
we start, I must just ask you ... Who were not so sure – even though something to smile about at the Spring Fayre
does the garden at home – you or Mrs it had been the first store in the
Barrie?
Klondyke chain – and had been running we have a 7 foot, £4000 acer Garnet
For years I’ve been promising to it down for years. Of course I jumped at waiting for a good home. I don’t think
do more! We both do the garden really. the chance, and bought it in 2002.
you can pick plants properly without
Last year because we now live next to
seeing them so I go over to the growers
my garden centre at Caulders, I decided You’ve won several awards for your to see them. I go over to Holland every
we had to do something to make it look business. What do you do to achieve six weeks and I’m in Italy maybe three
reasonable. So now there’s a deck, and this level of recognition?
or four times a year. Tuscany has huge
I’ve planted heathers and conifers,
Yes, we’ve won five or six nurseries. They’ll grow thousands of the
which I love, and a herbaceous
awards
from
Scottish same plant, which makes them very
border. Slightly substandard
Enterprise. We’ve won the efficient to look after.
plants that I wouldn’t sell in
Dunbartonshire Business of
For small gardens they’re
the garden centre find a home
the Year Award, and the introducing fabulous new plants all the
there.
Entrepreneurial Young time. There are some beautiful new
Company Award, and the heucheras, all with tasty names – Plum
What are your earliest
walled garden’s won a Stirling Pudding, Key Lime Pie, Chocolate
memories of gardening?
Civic Trust award. Awards are Ruffles – that would look great in a
I come from a farming
good for promoting the business, winter hanging basket. There’s a new
background and I used to help with the and the staff like having something compact pieris – Katsua – that has
vegetables. I loved the changing seasons. different to aim for. They’re always copper-coloured bracts and unusual pink
I always hankered to be a farmer and went coming up with suggestions for flowers. And a compact lavender,
to the Scottish Agricultural College. I improving the business. Every summer I Victory. Another set of quirky names
went to work for a plant importer. I’d been take a few of them with me to see other are the miniature rhododendrons named
doing that for ten years when one day I independent garden centres to get ideas. after the seven dwarfs. And two years
saw a sign at Mugdock Country Park for For the past three years we’ve been to ago I brought back from one of my
an ‘Open Castle Day’. I love castles so I Ireland: nearly all the centres there are buying trips a lovely new leucothoe,
couldn’t resist, and it was on that visit independent – there are no large chains. Curly Red. Of course people mainly buy
that I spotted the walled garden, all We’ve joined the Garden Centres plants now, rather than growing their
overgrown and positively begging to be Association, which is a great organisation own from seed. But there’s been a real
developed. I took myself off to the for swapping ideas, and last year Caulders revival in vegetable growing and we sell
Manager’s office and asked if he’d let was awarded Garden Centre of lots of vegetable seeds.
me take it on as a business, and after Excellence: there are only ten of them in
three years working on it with Stirling the UK and only one other in Scotland.
What seven plants would you take to
Council we opened, in 1996.
a desert island?
Are there any particular professional
Lavender, monkey puzzle,
Mugdock Plantaria has been a real gardeners that you admire; who have heuchera, spring gentian, strawberry
success story, but that wasn’t enough inspired you?
plants, clematis pixie (it has a gorgeous
for you because in recent years you’ve
I was bred in Kilsyth and one of scent), a prunus and a rowan. I hope I
taken on Caulders at Kirkintilloch. my favourite places is Colzium. Jim wouldn’t be there long enough to see
How did that come about?
Brown, the park manager there, has done them all full-grown!
Five years ago I took a year’s lease wonders with it and I’ve learnt a great
on a walled garden centre in the Clyde deal from him. At agricultural college I
The gardening club held its AGM in
Valley and then had the chance to buy got to know Adrian Bloom, who has a
April and now has a new committee.
superb garden at
Jane Early, Margaret Fleming and
Bressingham
in
Marion Tyson have bowed out after
Norfolk, and he is an
doing a wonderful job for the club as
inspiration.
President, Vice-President and
Secretary. The new committee is:
Self-catering cottages
What are your
President, Susan McDonald; Vicefavourite plants?
President, Tom Turner; Secretary,
Near Balfron
Freda Hamilton; and Treasurer,
The monkey
Marjorie Shephard.
Country Location
puzzle tree – it
By the time The Blane hits the
makes
such
press our summer programme of visits
wonderful shapes.
will be over. The club will start up
Most
of
my
 01360 440136
again on 28 September. Details of the
favourites are trees,
2007/08 programme will be
really. There’s a
cuthberts@ecosse.net
posted on the village website
lovely
acer,
Orange
www.oldhallcottages.com
once it’s been firmed up.
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SIGHTS AND SOUNDS OF SPRING

DHL

D

uring the long (albeit mild) winter
a walk in the woods has been a
relatively quiet affair with only
the songs of Robins to cheer us on our
way. Alarm calls sometimes accompany
our passage through the trees usually
from such common birds as Chaffinches,
Blackbirds and Tits all of which are easy
to see and hear. Occasionally our progress
will be disturbed by loud scolding coming
from a dense thicket or collection of
decayed bracken. We are rather puzzled.
What sort of large bird could create this
noise yet remain hidden in such a small
area? A little patience and stillness should
reveal all, as one of the smallest of British
birds appears to see if all is clear only to
dive for cover again on catching sight of
us. It is the diminutive Wren. Its retreat
will be accompanied by much loud
scolding for our unwarranted intrusion.
Wrens, amongst the smallest of our native
birds, can make a tremendous noise for
their size; they are the real Pavarotti’s of
the bird world.
Continuing our walk in the woods
we may be lucky enough to hear the
other diminutive member of the bird
tribe resident in our area – the little
Goldcrest – a bird slightly smaller even
than the wren but much more delicate
in appearance and voice. This charming
little bird often accompanies Coal Tits
in their continuing search for food
amongst conifer plantations. Its voice is
on a par with its size and you will need
to be really quiet to hear it.

N

ow let us go back to the same woods
in a sunny spring morning when
the leaves are beginning to sprout.
What a difference! They are alive with
birdsong coming from all directions.
Insects are hatching and birds respond
accordingly. We can recognise the
songs of Chaffinches and Blackbirds
easily enough as these birds have a
pleasant habit of singing in the
open often from the topmost
branches in full sunlight. But
more songs come from
deeper in the trees. The best
time to see these singers is
when the leaves are still
emerging. Then you have a
chance to identify the birds by
sight. Little Willow Warblers and
Whitethroats are the likely sources
of the sounds, the former being much
more common than the latter. Chiffchaffs
are the earliest of the warblers to arrive
north but they can hardly be accused of
being songsters, having a rather
monotonous repetitive voice.
look almost exactly like
16 They
their Willow Warbler cousins.

Willow Warblers are fantastic
little birds which arrive here soon after
the leaves begin to bud. They have a
rather non-descript brownish-green
colour which blends in with their
surroundings. In late April they have just
returned to the valley from their winter
quarters in tropical and southern Africa!
These little birds, weighing just 10g or
so and averaging only 10 – 12 cm long,
have flown from all parts of Eurasia to
South-Central Africa for the winter and
return to breed as the leaves emerge in
the spring. They are true marvels of
nature. Their numbers seem to be
maintained over the years and they
appear suddenly full of song, vigour and
in the case of the male, testosterone.
Some years ago a Willow Warbler ringed
in Belgium in early May was recovered
in the Botanic Garden in Edinburgh five
days later. We could barely keep up with
this ourselves on public transport if the
French air traffic controllers were
indulging in their usual strike
tactics during holiday periods,
and Network Rail was
undergoing its customary
‘summer maintenance
programme’ of weekend
disruptions. Spend a little
time watching these little
bundles of energy as they
flit about the trees picking
off insects as they go, and
marvel at their amazing
accomplishments.
Whitethroats arrive a bit later than
the Willow Warblers in early May and
frequent our hedgerows often near the
edges of woodland. Our current habit of
drastically pruning hedges once a year
does not help their survival as it restricts
the concealment possibilities for their
nests and hatchlings. They also migrate
but spend their winters further north than
the Willow Warblers in southern Spain
and Portugal and also in the edges of the
Sahara in North Africa. Those of you able
to spend some of the winter holidays in
the Algarve stand a reasonable chance of
seeing them there in mid winter lurking
in sheltered woods around the golf
courses.
Blackcaps also live in the area
and may well be heard singing but they
like dense cover and, by the time
they arrive in May, often prove
difficult for the expert to see and
are not easy for you or me to
spot. With the milder winters
however more of them are
over wintering in Scotland
so they are more likely to
be spotted then, albeit
Chiffchaff
remaining silent until the
breeding season arrives. As
their name suggests they can be
recognised by their dark plumage
above their eyes.
As you get to the end of the wood
continue walking along the path and enter
more open country side with scattered

trees. Watch out for Pipits perching on
the tops of these trees and regularly
singing whilst flying up seeking their
meal of flying insects. These are Tree
Pipits and can be differentiated from their
close cousin the Meadow Pipits by their
brighter appearance, tendency to sing on
soaring wings and perch on trees. Unlike
their cousins they are migratory, spending
their winters in tropical North Africa.
They arrive here in late April and early
May and depart again with their young
in mid August.
Whilst you are out and about in
the country always keep your eyes open
as you go along as you never know what
you might disturb. I visit a loch regularly
and recently was happy to see a Mallard
pair escorting a group of nine ducklings
around the shallows. The following day
when I returned there were only five
chicks to be seen. What had happened
to the others? Had they fallen foul of a
pike or been taken by rats or foxes or
whatever? I was sitting in the sunshine
quietly contemplating this issue when the
solution arrived in the form of a large

Heron which landed and began to fish in
the shallows around the reed beds and
long grasses. Then it began furtively to
sidle along the loch side until it was
within easy range of the Mallards and
their ducklings whereupon it lunged at the
nearest youngster and caught it in its large
bill, much to the anger and agitation of
the parents. It immediately flew off along
the loch side and proceeded to play with
the duckling in its bill before tiring of the
‘game’ and then swallowing the little
mite!! This was an entirely unexpected
outcome as far as I was concerned but as
we all know nature is indeed raw in tooth
and claw. Do remember when out
walking to keep silent watch and constant
listening and you will be rewarded by
numerous surprises on even the dullest
of days.
Cathy Campbell provided all the wee
graphics throughout the newsletter.

£50 REWARD
John Watson is offering a
reward of £50 to the first
person who can give us a full
set of the Blane Valley News
that he used to edit. Time to
rummage in the loft!
Contact the Blane if
you can find them.

1am, without success. At this
time the Police and Killin made
the decision to bring in extra
resources to resume searching at
8am.
The following morning
Killin MRT, together with
Lomond and Ochils MRTs,
attended, along with members of
RAF Mountain Rescue teams
from Leuchars, Leming and
Valley and the search and rescue
helicopter from HMS Gannet in
Prestwick (the helicopter that
covers most mountain rescue
incidents in the south and west of
Scotland up to around Ben Nevis). In
the end 62 MRT personnel, together with
dogs from the Search & Rescue Dog
Association (SARDA) were on the hill
searching for the casualty. However, just
like the night before, the casualty could
not be found at the location described
by his son. This caused a great deal of
discussion among the search controllers.
Had the son got the location wrong? Had
the casualty moved? Many theories were
proposed but the search area was so large
and difficult to cover even with so many
MRTs involved. In the end the casualty
was found by the farmer at
Inverlochlarig Farm to the south of Stob
Binnein; he had descended the hill
completely in the opposite direction
taken by his son.
Why the casualty moved away
from the site where he fell has not really
ever been made clear. Perhaps he was
worried he might die from exposure
during the night; or that the pain in his
ankle was not as bad as he first thought
and he had suffered a bad sprain rather

MOUNTAIN RESCUE
TEAM UPDATE

Martin McCallum

L

omond Mountain Rescue Team is
just one of three under the control
of Central Scotland Police, the
other two being Killin and Ochils. Every
winter we seem to have one ‘big rescue’
where the Police feel that they need all
three teams out, as well as any other
resources that they get access to. This
winter the incident happened on 9th and
10th April when a father and son were
walking in the linked Munros of Ben
More and Stob Binnein. As the pair were
descending Stob Binnein, heading north
towards Ben More, the father fell on
scree and suffered a potential fracture
to his ankle. His fifteen year old son
made his father as comfortable as
possible, noted as well as he could the
location before descending to the lodges
at Ben More farm to raise the alarm. By
this time it was around 7.30pm.
Unfortunately the father had no
waterproof clothing with him, though he
did have a plastic bivy bag, but with wet
and windy weather and cloud on the
tops, the Killin team was immediately
alerted and searched the hill until around

INJURED WALKER
RESCUED IN
NATIONAL PARK
Simon Jones

A

n injured walker had to be
rescued after falling and breaking
his ankle on Conic Hill on the
West Highland Way last Friday
afternoon (18/5/07). The walker, David
Hodge aged 67 from Hastings in Sussex,
was on the first day of the West Highland
Way with his brother, when he slipped
and fell breaking his right ankle. The
alarm was soon raised by two passing
National Park Rangers who then assisted
the Lomond Mountain Rescue Team
who administered first aid to Mr Hodge
and carried him off the hill by stretcher
to a waiting ambulance at Balmaha.
David Dodson, Team Leader of
LMRT who led the rescue operation said
afterwards “Mr Hodge was well
equipped for the walk and was simply
unlucky that he fell in such a way that
he did. He will have to return and
complete the West Highland Way
another day!”
For further information contact
Simon Jones (LMRT) on 07920 468556

than a fracture. Whatever the reason it
made locating him very difficult. Very
often in rescues, if we are in contact with
casualties, we will ask them to remain
where they are and note any
distinguishing features close to them such
as streams, fences, etc. In this case the
father had been left beside a large
boulder; however he elected to move.
Stationary casualties are in greater risk
from exposure and hypothermia. In this
case the lack of waterproofs would
probably have been a very important
factor in the father’s mind and his
decision to move location. Situations
like this highlight the need to ensure that
hillwalkers have warm clothes on the hill
and, importantly, clothes that remain
warm even when wet. Mountain Rescue
Teams will always move as quickly as
they can to reach casualties whatever the
conditions. In this case a relatively
accurate position had been supplied by
the son, allowing Killin MRT to go to
this location even though it was late at
night and in bad weather. If the father
had had more warm clothes he may have
stayed put and the incident would have
been resolved much more quickly.
MOUTAIN RESCUE TIP
Always put your spare clothes in
a waterproof bag inside your rucksack.
Wet clothes do not trap as much air and
so are less warm, and any wetness in a
clothing layer close to your skin draws
heat out to evaporate the water making
you feel colder. Clothes that work well
when wet, such as the modern synthetic
insulated jackets, make great insulation
layers and can also make a chilly
lunchtime stop more bearable.

OUT OF SCHOOL CARE
STRATHBLANE RACES
Paul Fisher

T

he Strathblane
Races are a key
fundraising
event for SOSC and
this year we look
forward to holding a
10k, 5k and children’s
race on the weekend of 25/
26 August, permissions
pending.
Look out for more
details
including
confirmation of date, on
entry forms, posters and in
the SOSC newsletter.
Summer looks like being
a busy period for SOSC with a lot of
children already booked in. We’d advise
making your bookings as soon as you
know your plans for the summer.
This will also help us in arranging
activities. Call us on 770771 or mobile
number 07985 023616 from 2pm until
6pm (or text / leave a message on the
mobile).

If you’re planning on some training for
the Strathblane 10k in late August, here
is an interesting and largely off-road
10k course from the southern end of the
village. Whatever time it takes you to
do this, you can be confident
that you’ll do the race-day 10k
17
faster.

WALK ALONG THE
ANTONINE WALL PART 2
Forrest Robertson continues his odyssey

E

ast of the fort and the wall turns South East across Roman
Drive and runs behind the houses now on the North
side of Roman Road, across Milngavie Road and climbs
Boclair Hill again in the rear gardens of the houses on the left
to dramatically reappear in the grounds of Boclair Cemetery.
The rubble stone base course of the rampart with edging stones
has been exposed in two 20m sections. It’s hidden again as it
crosses the golf course but then, across the Boclair Road, is
again detected in line with field fences and hedges as it strides
up and down Crow Hill above the Allander Valley.
No crows but a pair of bullfinches and plenty of gulls to
share the view from the fortlet site which is, as at Castle Hill,
slightly below the ridge on the eastern slope and at the bottom
of the hill the limes (from the German for lines of division
and pronounced to rhyme with heinous) turns due South for
the first and only time to cross the Kelvin overlooked by
Balmuildy Fort. Everyone driving the Milngavie to Lambhill
road motors right across history here because the A879 clips
the western ramparts of Balmuildy. I’m walking real roadway
now because the back road to Bishopbriggs hugs the line for
the best part of a mile before veering off South and leaving
me to cross with hesitant step the Cawdor golf course; the last
thing the earnest golfists need is an interloper bursting
unannounced from the edging woodland no matter the
righteousness of his quest!

Is this an encouragement for the weary or unfit? because the
fort is a good ∫ mile uphill and was it written by a poor soul
with a speech impediment? No matter; Bar Hill fort, the highest
on the whole line at 150m above sea level, is worth every wheeze
and aching joint naturally commanding spectacular views up
and down the Kelvin valley. It is also unusual in being detached
from the wall itself which swings North here and allows the
military wall passage between. Because it was one of the earliest
discovered installations, quite extensive excavations have been
made over several hundred years culminating in the Historic
Scotland programme in the early 80s the results of which show
quite clearly the outline of the headquarters building with its
fresh water well, water tank, the bath house, granary, barrack
buildings and the street grid, in addition to the ditches and
ramparts.

I

left Bar Hill by its Eastern gate and followed the military
way in a spectacular descent in a swathe through the wood
and at the top of the next rise the rampart towers well overhead
of the ditch for 20m and and suddenly there’s a clear view
across the next valley to a distinct “V” in the next hill beyond
Croy village marking the ditch. I crossed the Constarry Road
at the stiles and hugged the field hedge through the disused
quarries behind the council housing looking wane in the watery
sun. A kestrel and some house sparrows were my only
companions as I climbed yet again, this time through scrubby
heather and ferns past two curious embrasures perched
precariously on the edge of the cutting. There is still much
learned debate some believing them to be signalling stands,
others catapult bases and there are also advocates of the watch
tower school. Onwards and upwards until Cumbernauld New
Town centre appeared on my right. Here, where the soldiers
adder fort is next up but sadly exists now only on the map cut the ditch through solid dolerite rock often 3m deep there
because the site was swept away in the 18th century by is a break; the one and only. It’s only about 25m wide but
the navvies digging out the Forth & Clyde Canal and the vista here, perhaps, for the only time in the whole Antonine line
from the stubbly land in the crook of the waterway is less than can we imagine the troops wearily throwing down their tools
enhanced by the looming cement works. There’s a magnificent and crying, “Enough!” The ditch petered out at my left hand
avenue of trees to guide me onwards beyond Cadder nodding as I tramped down the valley to Dullater but there is enough
over the Kelvin valley to Torrance and Lennox beyond, across in the form of gentle undulation to keep me on the right track
the A807 just North of the roundabout junction of the through the village and on under the railway bridge and another
climb up to Westerwood Fort whose 2
Bishopbriggs to Kirkintilloch road
acres now lie within a golf course, the
which more or less follows the exact
southern ditches actually form the right
line of the military way right into the
hand side of the 5th hole’s fairway. In
latter burgh and, in the fields to the
the North Eastern corner an old farm
North, the ditch can just be made out
marks the exact position of the ditch
once more as a slight depression
because iron bracing has been strapped
before it is back across the canal again
to the house’s walls in an effort to stop
and the fortlet on the hillock beyond
it subsiding into the softer soil of the
Glasgow Bridge and the canal side
excavation. Here now on North of
pub, through the local junior
Tollpark and down the slope towards
footballers’ ground and more back
Castlecary village, the Antonine Wall
gardens and up the North side of the
is splendid in its condition; the ditch is
ridge to Kirkintilloch fort. The
deep and still well formed about 20m
burgh’s name has evolved not from
across, the berm hardly flattened and
any association with a kirk but from
often tree lined and the rampart still
the Bythonic British meaning a fort
quite clear and majestic all thanks to
on the edge of a headland and it is a
the clayey nature of the ground and
perfect spot for a stronghold.
the fact its on the edge of cultvatable
Excavations over the past 25 years or And I thought the ancient Romans could spell
land and has thus been saved from the
so suggest that the fort occupied
plough.
virtually all of Peel Park and that the
“The railroad runs through the middle of the house.
church and Auld Kirk also sit within its ramparts.
The spread of the burgh and the line of the canal have Here comes the five o four!” runs the song and here at
combined to obliterate all traces of rampart, ditch and road Castlecary the railroad does indeed run smack through the
so I’m walking a line as an act of faith and supposition for the middle of the house; the Edinburgh & Glasgow Railway Co.
next 2 or 3km; cross New Laidsland Road, parallel with the battered willy nilly right across the large fort and everyone
old High Street and up the hill past Gilmour’s imposing and travelling between Scotland’s two major cities cannot help
dominating early 1970’s St.Flannan’s Church, the line runs a but hurtle right over our ancient history. A few second later
bruising and losing battle with the canal and the B8023 road (or earlier!) the line crosses the A8 and the Walton Burn on
twisting and twining with them past a fair, surprisingly Grainger & Miller`s magnificent 1841 eight span viaduct
pedimented door flanked by classical columns giving entrance Castlecary Fort was unusual in that its ramparts were of stone
to a humble byre and on past Auchendavy Fort, still little as were many of the headquarters buildings and fragments
excavated, which sits behind a little cottage in a kink of the are still visible on a site extensively excavated over the past
road and on at last to Twechar, tranquillity and a little humour. hundred years. The aspect for any Venicones contemplating a
A few yards up on the left side of the main street from the direct assault from the North must have been extremely
canal, I can make out the gouge of the ditch as it scales unappealing - 31/2m of stone faced rampart backed by Roman
Hill and the Ancient Monument sign advertising
18 Bar
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the hill fort in 1/2 mile for “PEDEDESTRIANS ONLY”.
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FURTHER STORIES OF SHIPS
NAMED ‘STRATHBLANE’

Robert S Davy

E

ncouraged by the positive response
from many locals (who should
know better), I have been cajoled
into producing a further episode on ships
named ‘Strathblane’.
Trawler, A431 ‘Strathblane’ was
built in 1901 by Hall Russell of Aberdeen
for the Aberdeen Steam trawling and
Fishing Co. Ltd. (Yard no.348). She
measured 12’.1" x 21’.7" x 108’.3" and
weighed 186 tons. (The accompanying
photograph is of a similar steam trawler
of that era).
As seems to be prevalent with

ships
called
‘Strathblane’,
she
belonged to the ‘nae
luck’ class! At about
9am on Monday 18th
December 1911, she left
the fishing grounds of
Unst as her skipper
Edward Timby had
decided to steam down
the east coast of
Shetland to fishing
grounds near Sumburgh.
However, by early afternoon a
severe gale with heavy rain developed
and the conditions were so bad that the
skipper decided to put into Lerwick for
shelter. Alas, the crew were unable to
judge their position and at about 6pm a
heavy sea struck her and before she
could right herself she ran ashore causing
severe damage to her bottom plates. She
began to take in water and another wave
lifted her clear until her stern was
actually touching the cliff face. As the
crew could not get into the small boat

aft, a crew member managed to get over
the stern and climbed the cliff face
carrying a rope which he made fast to a
dyke. The other crew members used this
rope to make good their escape.
A salvage steamer was sent to
Lerwick, and almost unbelievably,
although many of the plates were
twisted, the rudder broken away and the
propeller stripped of its blades, she was
refloated after10 days on 29th December
1911.
‘Strathblane’ was permanently
repaired, sold to other Aberdeen owners
in 1913 and served in the Royal Navy
as a boom defence and accommodation
vessel from 1915 until 1919. (For
younger readers: During the two world
wars most harbours and anchorages,
such as Scapa Flow, had floating barriers
usually with chains across their entrances
to prevent access by submarines. These
barrages were called ‘boom defences’
and were pulled open and shut by boom
defence vessels to allow movement of
shipping.)
The last record of ‘Strathblane’
was in 1948, by which time she was 47
years old. Her subsequent fate is
uncertain but it is probable that she was
scrapped shortly thereafter.

VILLAGE CLUB UPGRADING
Jenny Oswald

Y

ou all know and love our dear
Village Club. It is a rare treasure
– an Arts & Crafts building
opened in 1911. In four years time the
Village Club hopes to celebrate its
centenary by offering a 21 st century
venue suitable for all of the residents of
the village. In order to do this a great
deal of pooling of ideas, energy, and
enthusiasm will be required. It goes
without saying that the Village Club
belongs to ALL residents of the village
young, middle aged and old. We are
very lucky to have such a wonderful
place for meetings, functions, and events
of all kinds.
Unfortunately our Chairperson,
Sheena MacDonald, has reluctantly had
to retire from the Village Club
management committee because of

ANTONINE WALL
Continued from page 18
concrete back fill (the modern secondary
road B816, which runs in front of the
fort, turns almost at right angles at the
Eastern edge of the rampart to avoid
running into this concrete), topped by a
walkway with a palisade all about 4m
thick with a ditch in front, and ground
sloping up to it from the Red Burn! There
were probably better things for the
natives to do. The old schoolhouse across
the road and its perimeter brick wall
show distinct signs of being built over
the ditch, the sagging brick wall
especially gives away the exact line.

pressure of work. She
will be sorely missed
as she has contributed
a great deal to the
recent improvements.
This leaves a very
small group of five
committee members
currently engaged in
the big job of bringing
the Village Club into
the 21st century.
The committee
have worked hard to find the money to
up date the lighting in the main hall, to
carpet the small meeting room and to
sand and seal the floor of the hall. All
that expenditure has been very worth
while as the usage of the Club has
doubled. We now have regular evening
classes in Circle Dancing, Line Dancing,
and Art as well as an After School
children’s Art class on two afternoons a
week. In addition the number of
functions at the Club both daytime and
evening has increased.

T

he present committee have also
initiated a Fundraising Campaign to
refurbish the Club. To date four groups
in the village have organised social
events to raise funds for the Village
Club. In November the Dance groups
organised a very successful joint dance
night encouraging many local residents
to dance their socks off, and the Heritage
Society enjoyed a Quiz Night at which
our knowledge of things local and global
were truly tested. In March the Wine
Club led a very informative wine tasting
evening in the form of a tasting

competition – serious stuff, though a few
wee drops of wine were imbibed gaily
as well. To date our fundraising total is
a about £1000. Do you think your group
or organisation could contribute to this
fundraising campaign by organising an
event, all welcome – great or small?
Please let us know.

M

eanwhile back at the ranch we need
three more committee members to
bring us up to full strength, but more
are welcome! We really would
appreciate your ideas energy and
enthusiasm. We meet about once every
three months – meetings are informal
and open to discussion of new initiatives.
We are currently looking at ideas for
refurbishment of the interior of the Club.
We are also looking for help from
anyone who has experience or
enthusiasm about applying for grants for
this refurbishment.
The Village Club is a priceless
asset to the village. If you can help in
any way to ensure that we all
value and improve it, please give
19
us a ring 770497.

NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR THE VILLAGE!
DEVELOPMENT TRUST GETS UNDER WAY

A

community development trust
(CDT) came a step nearer to
realisation at the beginning of
May when the steering group
held a public meeting in the
Village Club. Someone has
commented that the group are
all rather old, but there was no
lack of enthusiasm among them
for the opportunities that exist for
projects to improve the environment and
amenities of the village. And this bunch
of oldies has done a fair bit in a very
short time. However, they are willing
to be shown up by some of the younger
folk in the community.
The trust has been given the name
Strathblanefield to show that it covers
the whole community, from Mugdock
to the distillery, and from Aucheneden
to Craigbarnet on the Campsie Road.
Within our boundaries we have a wealth
of talent and ideas and the trust aims to
employ as much and as many of these
as possible.
That was the message of the
meeting and George Thom, chairman of
the committee, stressed the importance
of recognising that the trust is a major
community enterprise. It must involve
people of all ages and the projects that
are adopted must reflect the wishes and
aspirations of the whole community.
It was necessary to outline some

of the technical details of setting up the
trust and Bob Flashman and Mike
Fischbacher presented the business plan
and the skills necessary for
directors. Both stressed that the
Trust was not a substitute for
the Community Council but
that they should complement
one another. The CC will have
a representative on the board and
the trust will have the capacity to access
funds that are not available to the
Community Council.
There was plenty of time for
questions during, and discussion after,
the meeting. The main points raised were
about communication, consultation, and
a concern that young people would also
be consulted. Those present were asked
to record their interests and ideas and
these will be followed up in the coming
months. These included provision of a
mini-bus service to Milngavie; a village
centre incorporating an information
centre, coffee shop, and a library; and
sheltered housing.
So far the level of interest in the
Trust has been very encouraging and the
group is hoping for growing interest and
involvement. Sub-groups will be set up
to carry out the detailed work for the
various projects.
It is vital that we demonstrate to
potential funders that the Trust has the

THE LONG AND WINDING ROUTE
Penny Stothard, Access Officer

S

trathblane saw the Stirling Council
Core Paths Plan Roadshow visit on
22nd November 2006. A total of
82 people attended the sessions at the
Edmonstone Hall and discussed
proposed core paths amongst other
things!
People were able to meet and
discuss path matters with members of
the Countryside Team - Dougie Flynn
(Area Ranger), Penny Stoddard (Access
Officer) and Richard Barron (Senior
Access Officer).
One of the concerns was about the
red lines shown on the maps. “The red
lines on all of the maps in the Draft
Stirling Council Core Paths Plan show
the results of the Community Paths
Project” Dougie explains “For the
Strathblane area this took place in March
2003. People were asked to draw on a
map the routes they use to walk, horse
ride or cycle along. So each of those
red lines shows where a member of the
community indicated they went”.
Dougie continues “The Countryside
Service is only confident of the routes
we are proposing as core paths. Some
of the red lines may not exist on the
ground and we would not advise anyone
to use the maps in the Draft Core
Plan as route maps. If you
20 Path
do fancy a walk or cycle in the

countryside please be aware of your
responsibilities under the Land Reform
Act.”
Many people will be wondering
why we are doing this. A core path will
be different to other paths in a number
of ways: they will have a legal standing
that provides the Access Authority (aka
Stirling Council) the ability to carry out
any work that may be required on the
path to keep it usable. Both the Council
and the land manager or farmer have no
legal duty to maintain any of the routes
that eventually become core paths,
however through the Paths and
Countryside Access Survey (green form)
we are asking people what expectations
they have on how these routes should
be maintained. Core Paths may also
receive a higher level of publicity in
future years and may be shown on OS
maps.
We are accepting comments on the
proposed core paths until 30th September
2007, so keep sending them.
For more information on the Land
Reform Act, the Draft Stirling Council
Core Paths Plan or the Countryside
Service please visit our website:
www.stirling.gov.uk/countryside. If
you’d like to complete a Paths and
Countryside Access Survey you can do
so from this website. You can also give
us your opinions by emailing us at
corepathplan@stirling.gov.uk.

George Thom and Bob Flashman at the
public meeting.
support of the whole community.
Enclosed is an application form for
membership and we would urge as many
as possible to return these.
When the memorandum and
articles of association and the business
plan are finalised, copies will be made
available in the library for viewing, and
they will also be put on the community
website.
If you would like more
information, please contact the secretary
on 770716 or e-mail:
cdt@strathblanefield.org.uk
The next meeting will be at the
end of August.

WINE APPRECIATION CLASS
Wish to learn more about:
• wine
• your favourite grape variety
• the wine regions of Europe
• why you like the wines you do?
David Morgan, well known
Scottish wine
educator, is
planning to run
a wine class in
the Village club
in the Autumn.
F o r
f u r t h e r
information contact
David on 770253 or
email: david_g_morgan@hotmail.com

STIRLING COUNCIL
For all Council enquiries
 0845 277 7000
Mon-Fri 8am-8pm Saturday
10am-4pm Emergencies 24 hour
info@stirling.gov.uk
www.stirling.org.uk
Visit Viewforth and local offices
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Stirling Council, Viewforth,
Stirling FK8 2ET

SCHOOL BOARD
Jane McCallum

T

he School Board (SB) has
been involved with several
projects during the last school year
and is busy tying up loose ends before
the end of term!
Parent Council
Over the past few months, a group
of parents from SPS have been involved
in shaping the new Parent Council. This
is the new parent body which the
Scottish Executive has introduced
to replace the current school
boards, to represent the views of
all parents. Consultation with
parents is now complete and the
result has been summarised in a
draft constitution, copies of which
are available from the school. The aim
of the Parent Council will be to work
with all of the school community for the
benefit of all the school children and will
also take on the fundraising role,
previously held by the PTA.
Anti-bullying policy
This term the SB has been
reviewing and updating the school’s
Anti-bullying policy. Information leaflets
both for pupils and for parents are also
planned. The SB is also helping to fund
pupil workshops after the summer break,

to improve the children’s awareness of
bullying. A workshop for parents was
held at the end of May.
Multicourt
There is currently £45,000
pledged towards the multicourt and
Stirling Council have confirmed their
support for the project. An application
to Sports Scotland for the remainder of
the funds is pending – we hope to hear
soon if we’ve been successful.
Safer Routes to School
Stirling Council has widened the
path and installed a new traffic
island close to the Kirkhouse Inn.
The final part of the planned work
– the construction of a ramp from
the Kirkhouse car-park to the path
– has been delayed due to the
Kirkhouse Inn changing hands
recently. Unfortunately there was
nothing in writing to confirm that the
previous owners had given permission
for the ramp. As it is difficult to see
traffic entering the carpark, take extra
care when using the carpark as a dropoff point and encourage children to use
the zebra crossing rather than the new
refuge island. A School Board
representative has also linked with the
Traffic Management steering group in
the village. This group sent Stirling
Council the top three priorities with
regard to slowing traffic down in the
village: the junction of Station Road and

Glasgow Road, the area from the Spar
to Station Rd, and from the Edmonstone
Hall to the zebra crossing. We will keep
you updated with any developments.
Bug-busting
The School Board has been
working with the school to raise
awareness of the ever present nuisance
of head lice! At the recent Eco-action
health day, P4–7 children were shown a
DVD about detecting and treating head
lice and were all very enthusiastic! We
also managed to secure funding to
provide each P4-7 child with a bugbusting kit which can be used on the
whole family. These are also available
on prescription.

EXCELLENT REPORT

I

nspectors have praised many aspects
of the Primary School in a new
report. They identified “polite,
courteous, well behaved pupils... staff
commitment to the school and their
attention to ensuring the wellbeing of
pupils”, pupils’ attainment in maths, and
School Board and PTA support for and
involvement with pupils, as the school’s
key strengths.
Mrs Cunningham, head teacher,
said: “I am delighted with the report.
This sets a very positive climate for us
to take forward the recommendations
with a shared understanding of what we
all want to achieve.”

ECO ACTION DAY
Aidan Wardle (P4)

O

n Friday 4th May it was brilliant
because it was Strathblane
Primary School s Eco Action
Day. First p4 went to the bring and buy
sale which is where you bring and buy
stuff at a sale.
After that P4 went to the gym hall
for our Workout and Beat it which is an
exercise programme to encourage kids
to get energetic.
After that P4 went outside to do
an obstacle course which involved
running up a ladder and in and out of
some cones and finally run back allowing
the next human to go. After that we did
two more obstacle courses.
Next P4 had break where we were
allowed to eat our yummy snacks (which
were of course healthy!)
When play time was over we
played games in the playground which
meant we had to learn about all sorts of
animals. It was interesting from a
human’s point of view.
The bug busting talk came next
where we got to watch an excellent DVD
which made us all itchy. I hope you all
check your hair at least once a week.
That is the only way we can stop the
problem of itchy heads in our school.
Now that we were all itchy it was
time for a delicious healthy lunch in the
school dining hall.
Mrs Mylles and Miss Allen did a
fantastic arts and crafts activity after
lunch. We got crisps packets, which

were recycled, and
shrunk to minute
sizes and put them
on keyrings. We
also made wee
hanging CD things
and picture frames.
Mrs James read us a
story
about
a
Scottish pigeon and
we made badges.
Finally, this is
where I get hungry just
thinking about it, we
made smoothies yum yum!
We learned about all the ingredients of
fruit and the nutritional value. It was
very interesting. The best part was we
got to make the smoothies by adding all
the fruit together and then blending it.
They all tasted pretty disgusting but they

were good for us!
Well that’s about all I have to say
about Eco Action Day. I do hope that
you had a fun day and if you weren’t
here this year that you would be able to
join us next year.

YELLOW PAGES CHALLENGE
Anne Spencer

S

trathblane Primary is again going
to take part in the Yellow Pages
challenge and we are asking you
to help us. The new Yellow Pages
directory will be out soon and we would
like you to tear off the front cover of
your old directory when you recycle it
and either hand the cover only into the
school or to the library.
Schools which recycle the most
directories per pupil will win cash prizes

and for every pound Yellow Pages give
to schools, it gives a matching pound to
the Woodland Trust.
The old Yellow Pages directories
can be recycled into: cardboard,
insulation materials, packaging, animal
bedding, padded enveloped, paper bags,
egg boxes and newsprint.
Last year we, unfortunately, did
not win a prize but with your help
we hope to be successful this
21
year.

CORNER

LIBRARY

home to Mum is always a pleasure for
them both. Tragically, Isobel lost her
husband, John, to Motor Neurone
disease six years ago; as she says, he
was a huge part of her life and will
always remain so. Nonetheless, she has
picked up the reins of a working life and,
before coming to work with us, she
worked at Nick Nairn's cookery school.
And before you all rush down for

Lynne James

coffee and a chat as you borrow your
books. Please take this opportunity to
help celebrate Strathblane Library as a
hub of the community any time from 9
a.m until 9 pm. Also, in the same Book
Festival Week, we are hosting, together
with Balfron and Drymen libraries, a
“Murder Mystery” evening with the
author and actor Simon Brett. This
promises to be a great evening's
entertainment and will be held in the
McLintock Hall in Balfron on
Wednesday 26th at 7.45pm.

W

o what else is new with us? Well it’s
more what we have planned for the
future. Many of you supported
magnificently our Big Issue Day last
September, so much so that it was
“suggested” that we repeat it this year!
So, on Thursday 27th September please
come along to enjoy home baking, tea,

e have just held our last evening
of the Reading Club and that too
will restart in September. If you are
interested in what we have read and
discussed over this year come down and
ask for a copy of our book list. As
always, we have read a great selection
of unusual books and, although not
everyone has liked every book, we have
always enjoyed lively discussions about
each title! We will always be delighted
to welcome new members so, if you
want to join us next session, we meet
every third Tuesday of the month at 8
pm. in the library, from September until
May.
For our very youngest members,
can I just say that we continue to run
our fortnightly story times in the library
at 2.45 pm for 3 year olds and upwards
until the end of June, but throughout the
year we have our Bookstart Reading
Scheme with lovely certificates available
for each child. Also, this year’s Summer
Reading Scheme for Primary School age
kids will be starting in June and running
throughout the Summer holidays. So get
reading kids!

THE PLAYERS

CAT FLAP

THE TEAM (SO FAR)

Joyce Ward

f you are feeding a
three-legged cat that
does not belong to you,
the owner would be
really grateful if you
would stop as she would
like her cat back... please! He’s not
neglected; he just knows how to play
the sympathy role.

I

W

F

or those of you who have visited
us in the last couple of months...
and let me say, that should be
LOADS of you!... you will have seen a
new face behind our counter.
As you may know, Susie left us
for pastures new in January and,
although we were very sad to let her go,
she has moved on to better things in
Westerton library, so we wish her well
in the future. So, Jean and I manned the
library alone, wondering how we would
get a replacement who would live up to
the magnificent Morag and the super
Susie. Imagine our delight when the
inimitable Isobel joined our staff! A gem
is the best way to describe her (if I say
all these nice things now I will be able
to treat her really badly afterwards!) but
we thought it would be nice to let you
know a little of her background.
Well, Isobel lives in Killearn and
has done for well over twenty years almost a local in fact. Her two children
Anne, 25 and John, 21 now live in
Glasgow, although I suspect coming

O

n Friday 24th August we will be
auditioning for our next pantomime
and anyone interested in taking part,
helping either on stage or behind the
stage would be most welcome to attend.
We are putting on a play by Evelyn
Hood called “A Wake for Donald” at
Mugdock Country Park on Friday 23rd
and Saturday 24th November. It is about
Burke and Hare, the body snatchers, and
is well worth going to see. Afterwards
there will be a musical evening, and a
light supper will be provided.
Tickets are available from
Mugdock Country Park and cost £12.

COUNCILLORS

W

e now have three councillors
instead of one and they are meeting
soon to discuss how to manage the new
system. You can e-mail them:

Alistair Berrill berrilla@stirling.gov.uk
Colin O’Brien obrienc@stirling.gov.uk
Graham Lambie lambieg@stirling.gov.uk
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or contact any of them by phone
on 01786 0845 277 7000.

New face at the library - Isobel
demonstrations, it WAS on the reception
I'm afraid (although I bet she picked up
some fabulous ideas). So there you have
it in a nutshell, Isobel’s wee biography.
But please come down and meet the real
person; we are sure she will charm you
as she is charming us.

S

COMMUNITY COUNCILLORS
SEE THE WARD MAP IN THE LIBRARY

e have a great team working to
produce the Blane and, if you have
anything you would like to tell us about
that we could include in the next issue,
or you have written something, please
contact one of these, or the editor direct.
Morag Roy

770863
roymorag6@yahoo.co.uk

Murray O’Donnell
770748
murray.odonnell@virgin.net
Alastair Smith
770120
smith@blanefield.freeserve.co.uk

BLANEFIELD WARD
David Anderson
Willie Oswald
Margaret Vass
Fiona Murray

770669
770497
770131
771497

Bill Woodger

STRATHBLANE WARD
Elspeth Posnett
Alastair Smith
Marjorie Peddie
Finlay Fountain

770113
770120
770074
770488

Patsy Fischbacher
770716
patsy.fischbacher@virgin.net

MUGDOCK WARD
Philip Graves
0141 956 1954
Bob Flashman
770979
John Gray
771031

770940
billwoodger@email.com

Mary Brailey
771613
mary@brailey2.freeserve.co.uk

POOP SCOOPS ARE
AVAILABLE FREE IN
THE LIBRARY AND
IN BROWNS

ROBERTSONS

J & K Muir

Architectural Consultants

Plumbing &
Heating Services

• Extension?
• Dormer?
• Internal Alterations?

44 Glasgow Rd
Blanefield

770261
R Dickson

Private Hire
ANYWHERE
AT ANY TIME
Competitive Rates

770040
Mobile 078 01 372 735

01360 771280
rac_ltd@btinternet.com
www.robertsons-architects.co.uk

Blane Valley
Inn

Open all day
Every day
Meals always available

Butcher, General Store
& Post Office
Fresh meat & home made pies
Groceries, frozen foods,
fresh fruit & veg
Envelopes, greetings cards
newspapers, magazines

770255 (Shop)
770291 (PO)

All Domestic and
Commercial Installations
carried out

/Fax 770983

www.visit-lochlomond.com
Accommodation
around the loch
Sports and Leisure, Shopping
Wedding / Celebrations etc.

STRATHBLANE
COUNTRY HOUSE
• FUNCTIONS • PARTIES
WEDDINGS • CELEBRATIONS
• NIGHTS OUT
• AIRPORT, BUS & RAILWAY TRANSFERS
• TOURS • APPOINTMENTS...

Stockiemuir Rd


770002

Derek Edward
Southview Road

Hairdresser &
Stylist

LYNDA TURNER ASDTA
SCHOOL of DANCING

Arthouse
Limited Edition Prints
Strathblane/Blanefield

22a Kirkhouse Road

Office support
services both off-site
or on-site for large or
small businesses

For Men & Women
Cutting, colouring
Perming

770149

771070

770390

Lorne Howell
Joiner & Builder

Milndavie Farm
Riding Centre

Jennifer Thomas

Fun for all!
Lessons. Special courses
for children - take care of
a pony for a week
Adults - ride across open
moorland, discover local
bridleways

770658

Groceries, chilled & frozen food
Crisps and confectionary, Off-licence
Magazines & newspapers
National Lottery,
Major Mobile phone top-up cards
LINK Network ATM cash machine

Andrew McNeish

Finest
foods
from

Open 7 days
7.30am -10pm
770123

C T M DESIGN Ltd
Chartered Architects
Planning Supervisors
Director C T McNair RIBA ARIAS MaPS
14 Craigenlay Ave
Blanefield
Glasgow G63 9DR
& fax: 770666
Mobile: 07798 875 345
c.mcnair@ctm-design.freeserve.co.uk

D M Joinery

around the world

Home extensions
Timber decking & fencing
Attic conversions
All property maintenance

Delicatessen

771543

771110

Home Fitness EAB Services
& Rehab
Local tree and
Expert help from
David McLean M.Phil, BA
Chartered
Physiotherapist

Farm-House B & B
Helen Loudon

We wish to reflect the views and opinions
of the whole community without
including anything that would offend
anyone. We would emphasise that the
views expressed in the Blane are not
necessarily those of the editor and he
retains the right to have the final say on
any articles included.

by

770857

Accommodation for
relatives, friends,
Wedding guests?

770225

and the surrounding area

Upholstery &
Soft Furnishings

The Quinloch

Premier Store


770634

Willie Bell
Info@visit-lochlomond.com

Adult Line Dancing
Thursdays
8pm till 9.30pm
Edmonstone Hall

71A GLASGOW ROAD

FOR RESERVATIONS
 01360 770491
Fax 01360 770345

771321

“What’s On” listing,
monthly Newsletter
Suggestions and ideas welcome


770266

kfbrickwork@btinternet.com

770731

 770999

11, Milngavie Rd., Strathblane

General Building
Contractors

Wide Range of Building
Services * Free Estimates
01360 770836
Mobile: 07915346447

Allroof repai
rs,slating,
tiling,guttering,leadw ork,
roughcasting,storm dam age,
ProfessionalTradesm an

Opening Hours
Mon-Fri 9.00 to 6.00
Sat 9.00 to 1.00
Closed lunchtime 12.45 to 2.15

•

& Sons

770166
Mob: 07745046483

770646

Prescriptions,
Toiletries

Phone Graham

William Wallace

Attic conversions
Home extensions
Fitted kitchens
Bathrooms
All property maintenance

D & M Frood

Strathblane
Pharmacy

771065

Small jobs &
home repairs
771313

770151

Clothing
Alterations
by Anne Scott
DAWSON
ELECTRICAL

4 Craigfern Drive
Blanefield

Cars & 8 seater mini bus
available for all your travel
requirements

fax: 0870 134 7377
johnlawrie@oddpost.com

SAORSA

Mister Handyman
Call Charlie Ward for
information
www.mister-handyman.co.uk

German, Spanish or
Portuguese into English
English into German & Spanish
Face to face interpretation in
German & Spanish

770303

Brown’s

ld
fies
e
an r
Bl Ca

John Lawrie
Translation Service

771544

hedgerow
maintenance
Hardwood logs

770919

Mob: 07717872838

Doctors Surgeries
Strathblane
Killearn
(prescription line)

770340
550339
550095

Post Office
Pharmacy
Primary School

770291
770731
770608

Police
Crimestoppers

770224
0800 555111

Royal Bank
Library

770610
770737
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Anne Scott

T
Above: This motley crew was
let loose on the village in the
recent cleanup organised by
the scouts. They did a fine job
by all accounts. Right: rose,
Cathy Campbell, is surrounded by thorns, Jimmy and
Campbell Gibson, at the
jumble sale. As for the hats,
no comment. Scouts,Cubs and
Beavers raised over £1,100
raised. They would like to
thank all who helped and
donated.
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he certificate of Fairtrade status
for Strathblane and Blanefield was
presented by Provost Colin
O'Brien at the annual coffee morning in
March. He gave his congratulations to
the village on its achievement.
The coffee morning was a great
success, making over £400. Tearfund
and Traidcraft both benefit from the
proceeds. Thankyou to the Guides and
Sunday Club for helping and for all the
lovely homebaking. Thanks also to the
shops who are stocking Fairtrade
products and to the organisations who
are using them.
The certificate is on display
throughout the village. Lookout for the
logo and show your support.

